CALVING PEN
WEIGHT: 1080 lbs.
DIMENSIONS: 110" Wide x 81" High x 139" Long

Arrowquip’s Calving Pen is designed to provide a safe and
controlled environment for vulnerable animals. The half circle
shaped pen together with the sweep gate allows the handler to
guide the cow into the head gate with ease. With 7.5´ access at
the rear and split doors on both sides of the animal, the Calving
Pen offers maximum accessibility to the cow while keeping
it under control. To allow the handler to closely monitor a cow
after a procedure, the self-catch head gate opens back into
the pen to keep the cow contained. For animal safety, control,
and accessibility during critical situations, the Calving Pen is an
excellent solution.

ENHANCED SAFETY & CONTROL
• Half circle shape eliminates risk of animals backing into a
corner
• Self-catch head gate opens back into the Calving Pen, making
the cow stay inside after handling
• Sweep gate allows handler to control the cow without having to
get into the pen

• Straight sides on the self-catch head gate reduces stress
points

BETTER ACCESS

• 7.5´ back gate provides better rear access for pulling calves
• Top and bottom split gates on both sides of the animal

IMPROVED DESIGN

• Half floor in the chute area keeps the pen stationary
• Access doors on sweep gate feature independent locks
• Sweep gate can be chained to the back of the pen for
additional security
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Arrowquip was founded in 1988 by the Firth family in Australia with the
mission “To influence the livestock handling industry globally through
the practical application of animal science and welfare standards,
and increase producer safety and profitability with innovative
equipment”. This inspiration came while working cattle on their family
ranch in Australia, due to the challenges they encountered with the
lack of quality livestock handling solutions available to ranchers. As
a forward-thinking family, they began to develop solutions to fill this
gap in the market, and have been providing the high-quality livestock
handling equipment producers are seeking ever since.
Arrowquip is the only manufacturer to employ a full-time team of
engineers dedicated specifically to cattle handling in our industry.
Every piece of equipment we develop undergoes an extensive

development period in which our R&D Team exhausts every possible
avenue to make our equipment the best it can be for the handler
to work their livestock. As a result, our equipment is recognized
worldwide as the most innovative and thoughtfully designed livestock
equipment in the market today.
In the last 30 years, Arrowquip has become a world-renowned
manufacturer of cattle handling solutions known for their innovative
designs, technological advancements, investment in animal science,
and forward-thinking equipment. Our years of research, equipment
development process, extensive testing periods, and the refusal to
settle for ‘good enough’ have set a new precedent within the livestock
handling industry.
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